DEFINE
YOUR
QUALITY

CUSTOMISED
INNOVATION
FUTUREPROOFING
PRODUCTION

Mindhive enables its
customers to capture
key data and enhance
their manufacturing
processes. It does this by
embedding machine vision
and neural networks (AI)
into a licenced software
solution. This solution
is of particular value to
manufacturers looking to
take their quality control
to the next level.

About Mindhive
We deliver cutting-edge technology
programmed around our customer’s business.
This means we tackle core challenges and lift
the consistency as well as the quality output
of production lines. Our solutions are focussed
on the kind of knowledge that makes the
biggest impact for our customers and their
operational processes.

FLEXIBLE,
EVER-EVOLVING
SOLUTIONS

UNLOCKING
CRITICAL
DATA
OPTIMISING
QUALITY
ASSURANCE

ACCURATE IN
CHALLENGING
ENVIRONMENTS

What we do

Model V

Mindhive passionately drives innovations of the
future, helping customers sustainably improve
operational excellence through an embedded
software solution. This has a tangible impact on
quality and grading, improving the operations of
our customers −
 as well as their customers.

Our key product Model V forms the
foundation for customised solutions
we create around our customer’s needs.
Model V can be taught how you grade
or qualify your product and will take over
this process for you. It can look at every
feature, on every side and from any angle,
and reports back whether it is a pass, or
a fail, or which grade the product fits in such as in processing materials derived
from natural sources.

How it works
By integrating machine vision and neural
networks, we fill in the gaps using previously
unobtainable data. Our solutions are installed
at key points in a production line, and will
continuously identify any features it is taught
− such as production defects or desired
characteristics. This process is fully automated
and will continue to feed your business with
critical data, designed to optimise the quality
and consistency of your operations.

Mindhive Model V is an unprecedented
way of monitoring and assessing your
production. Innovation has shown
to propel smaller manufacturers of
recent. To those operating in large-scale
manufacturing, Mindhive offers the key
in pushing the boundaries of what has
made them excel over many decades
− and helps them stay ahead in a
competitive market.
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